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INTRODUCTION

The phase equilibria and structural relationships of the anion
substitution phases of the lanthanides hydroxides are both interest-
ing and complex. The consequences of anion substitution have been
most thoroughly investigated for monovalent anion systems of the
type Ln(0H)3 X (X=C1"; Br~ I~ NO^). Equilibria, structures and
structural correlations of these systems are described and reviewed
in recent reports.(1-3)

Similar studies of the anion accommodation processes of
common divalent anions by lanthanide hydroxides have not been des-
cribed, and an effort to investigat'e the sulfate-containing systems
of the lighter lanthanides has been initiated.(4) A determination
of the structure praseodymium monohydroxide monosulfate has been
undertaken as part of this effort.



Table I. Atomic Coordinates and Thermal Parameters of PrOHSO^

Atom

Pr

S

0(1)

0(2)

0(3)

0(4)

OH

Hb

X

0.1590(1)

0.4022(6)

-0.305(2)

0.225(2)

0.475(3)

0.195(2)

-0.239(2)

0.375

Coordinate

y

0.43505(5)

0.1456(2)

0.3348(8)

0.2457(7)

0.0954(8)

0.0703(7)

0.4149(7)

0.063

z

0.30128(9)

0.3888(4)

0.060(1)

0.319(1)

0.233(1)

0.450(1)

0.461(1)

0.167

11

79

77

61

188

265

136

102

B-Value XIO*

22

7

7

20

8

15

6

10

33

32

32

36

80

50

59

60

12

-3

0

6

21

6

-2

8

13

40

40

-5

63

88

63

78

23

-2

1

9

5

-2

C

s-2

a. The uncertainty In the last digit is given in parentheses.

b. The fixed coordinates of H used in the final refinement are listed; Bn was also invariant
at 2.0 A2, Anisotropic terms are defined by the expression exp(-2ir2(h^B11 ••• + 2hkB12 + «••)).
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EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Single crystals of PrOHSOij were selected from products of the
hydro thermal reaction of Pr(OH)3 with Pr2 (SOij) 3 »xH20 in gold cap-
sules at 450-500 °C and 1,200 ± 200 atm water pressure. The pre-
parative procedures were similar to those outlined previously. (5)
Weissenberg data for several multifacet crystals showed 2/m dif-
fraction symmetry and systematic absences consistent with space
group P2i/c. The crystal used for data collection measured
O.O9XO.O7XO.O6 mm. The final unit cell parameters refined from data
for 28 reflections were in excellent agreement with those obtained
from Guinier data. The crystal data follow: 3=4.488(1), b_=12.495 (2),
cf7.091 K (3), 0«111.O8° (2), Z=4, (^=4.49 g/cm3.

Intensity data were collected with an Enraf Nonius CAD4 auto-
diffractometer using MoKa radiation (V=0.7107A*). A data set of 1890
205100° was corrected for polarization and absorption. The Pr and S
atoms were positioned in 4e sites using the Patterson method. Oxygen
positions (also 4e) were located by Fourier synthesis. After the
data had been weighted (w=a2F§+12X10~l*F§) and corrected for second-
ary extinction, the final least squares refinement converged at
11=0.072. In this cycle, the H position was fixed at the coordinates
obtained from difference Fourier data. The atomic scattering
factors for the neutral atoms were those of Cromer and Vaber(6), and
the anomolous-dispersion corrections for Pr and S were those of
Cromer and Liberman.(7) The refir,ad positional coordinates and
anisotropic thermal parameters for PrOHSOij are given in Table I.
Selected values of bond distances and angles appear in Table II.

Table Ila. Distances in the coordination spheres of Pr and S

Pr-O(l) 2.504 A* Pr-OC4)d 2.556 S-O(l) 1.455(8)
Pr-OC2) 2.383 Pr-rOH 2.541 S-0(2) 1,469C9)
Pr-0(3)a 2.840 Pr*-OHe 2.537 S-0(3) 1.466C9)
Pr-0(3)b 2.636 Pr<-0Hf 2.451 S-0(4) 1.493C9)
Pr-0(4)c 2.347

*esd's in Pr~O distances are all 0.009 X.

f-x,l-y,l-z

Table lib. Unique angles in the coordination sphere of S

0(l)-S-0(2) 110.3(6)° O(2)-S-O(3) 110.1(6)°
O(l)-S-O(3) 110.6(6) OC21-S-OC4) 108.5(5)
0(l)-S-0(4) 109,2C6) 0(3)-S-0C4) 107.8(6)

DISCUSSION

A stereoscopic projection of the cation coordination sphere



Figure 1. The coordination geometry of Pr in PrOHSOu.
(This figure will be enlarged in the final manuscript, and inverted.



of the PrOHSOi, structure is shown by Fig. 1. The nine-fold coor-
dination frequently observed for the lighter lanthanides is achiev-
ed by oxygens from three hydroxides and six selfate ions. The coor-
dination geometry is best described as a slightly distorted mono-
capped square antiprism. The Pr-OH and Pr-0 distances listed in
Table II are consistent with those of similar lanthanide compounds.
(2) The structural data for the sulfate ion (cf. Table II) pro-
vides an internal standard for evaluating tfhe refinement and shows
that the ion is not significantly distorted in the hydroxide sul-
fate. The average S-0 distance (1.47 ± O.OlA) is in good agree-
ment with the 1.49& value reported for sulfate.(8) The average
O-S-0 angle (109.4 ± 1.1°) is close to the ideal tetrahedral value.

Figure 2. The idealized structure of PrOHSOi* projected on (Oil).
(Small circles represent Pr atoms and large circles
represent 0 atoms and OH; S atoms centered in the tetra-
hedra are not shown. Dark circles are near 1/4, open
circles are near 3/4 and half-darkened circles are at an
intermediate distance near 1/2.)

The PrOHSOif-type structure is characterized by a framework of
double chains of PrOH2+ which are parallel to [100] and staggered
by half a repeat unit. These chains are encircled by six sulfa^e
Ions which link a given double chain to six adjacent chains and
thereby provide strong binding interaction normal to [100]. This
extended structure is shown by the idealized projection onto (Oil)
in Fig. 2. The contents of only a single unit-cell-thick layer is
projected in this view, and each successive layer normal to [100]
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is displaced along [001J by 1.61A. The staggered feature of the
double chains is clearly seen in Fig. 2. The Pr in a given PrOH2+

chain is sandwiched between tvo hydroxides which are almost coin-
cident with the projected metal position. In the adjacent chain,
the Pr and OH positions relative to (Oil) are reversed. The pre-
sence of hydrogen bonding is indicated by small contact distances
(2.617 ± 0.012 and 2.631 ± 0.013A) betweenOH and 03. In Fig. 2,
the 03 atoms are indicated by the half-darkened circles at the
sulfate apices pointing toward the PrOH2+ chains. Since neither
oxide is clearly favored for hydrogen bonding to a given hydroxide
a random site distribution is believed to be most probable.

The structures of several hydrated basic sulfates with 1:1
ratios of metal to hydroxide have bran determined, but reports for
anhydrous salts are limited.(8) Both the FeOHSO^- and CuOHIO3-type
structures are classified by Wells as one-dimensional hydroxy-metal
complexes because single metal-hydroxide chains are joined by the
oxy-anions to form the three-dimensional structure. Two- and
three-dimensional lanthanide hydroxide frameworks have been identi-
fied for Ln(0H)2X and Ln7(0H)18X3 phases (X=C17 Br~ I~ NO^), re-
spectively. (2,3) Although similarities to the one-dimensional
hydroxy-metal structures are obvious, PrOHSO^ has an unusual type of
structure which is known to exist for La and Nd,(4) and which is
probably stable for the basic sulfates of additional lanthanides
and actinides.
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